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We present a novel acousto-optic (AO) method, based on a nanosecond laser system, which will enable us to obtain
AO signals in liquid turbid media. By diverting part of the light in a delay line, we inject tandem pulses with 27 ns
separation. The change of the speckle pattern, caused by the ultrasound phase shift, reduces the speckle contrast of
the integrated speckle pattern captured in a single camera frame.With these tandem pulses, we were able to perform
AO on a 2 cm liquid turbid medium in transmission mode. We show the raw signal and a spatial AO scan of a
homogenous water-intralipid sample. This approach is potentially capable of AO probing in vivo, since the acquis-
ition time (of approximately 40 ns) is four orders of magnitude less than the typical time scales of speckle decor-
relation found in vivo. The method may eventually enable us to obtain fluence compensated photoacoustic signals
generated by the same laser. © 2014 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (170.1065) Acousto-optics; (030.6140) Speckle.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.39.006486
Photoacoustic (PA) imaging currently finds many in vivo
applications, where the optical absorption delivers the
contrast. A major challenge toward quantification of op-
tical absorption is to compensate the signal strength of
PAs for local fluence variations. Recently, fluence com-
pensation of PA signals was proposed by using acousto-
optic (AO) imaging [1,2], in combination with PA [3]. This
method relies on the principle that both PA and AO signal
strength depend on the local fluence. The fluence
dependency cancels out, when the PA signals are normal-
ized by the AO signal.
To enable biomedical use, both PA and AO must work
in living, dynamic tissues. While this is not a problem for
PA, for AO, tissue dynamics has impeded practical
in vivo application, based on spatial speckle analysis.
AO detection is based on either analysis of dynamic laser
speckles, or narrow band spectral filters, like spectral
hole burning [4] and Fabry–Perot etalons [5]. Speckle-
based techniques are widely used, but suffer from
speckle decorrelation, leading to long measurement
times, and low signal-to-noise ratios. Ideally, a single AO
measurement must be completed within the speckle de-
correlation time. The general rule is that in tissues, the
speckle decorrelation time is less than 1 ms [6], or even
less than 0.1 ms [7].
Recently, we showed the usability of high-intensity
nanosecond pulsed lasers for AO signal generation [8],
without the need of integrating over many pulses, as in
other nanosecond pulsed AO methods, i.e., [9]. For over-
coming stochastic variations in speckle contrast, some
averaging is beneficial. The use of nanosecond pulses
has two benefits. First of all, a pulsed laser easily delivers
enough light within the speckle decorrelation time, so a
bright speckle pattern of high contrast can be generated,
if allowed by the laser line width. Second, nanosecond
pulsed lasers are compatible with PAs, where this type
of laser is typically used. While our previous method
could only be applied in media with a decorrelation time
much larger than the pulse interval time (often 50–
100 ms), in this Letter we present a method that enables
acquisition of an AO signal in scattering liquid samples, in
approximately 40 ns, hence far within the speckle decor-
relation time of highly scattering liquids and biological
tissues. This will enable in vivo fluence-compensated
PA imaging, by adding AO probing using the same
laser.
In speckle-based methods for AO tissue probing, ultra-
sound (US)-mediated intensity modulation of one or
more speckles is used. The speckle intensity is modu-
lated, with mainly the US frequency. The fraction of
the light that shows this modulation is said to be “tagged,”
or “labeled,” by US. For small modulation, this fraction is
equal to the reduction in contrast [10]. Our recently pre-
sented method of AO signal detection [8] uses two pulses
of several nanoseconds, each at a different phase of the
US, such that the speckle pattern generated by the
second pulse is slightly altered by the changed US inter-
action with the medium, compared to the first speckle
pattern. Both speckle patterns were captured in two con-
secutive camera frames, and the AO effect was measured
by either adding both images (and taking the speckle con-
trast reduction), or by subtracting them (and taking the
standard deviation). In the concept presented in this
Letter, we inject two laser pulses, with only tens of nano-
seconds separation. On this time scale, there is virtually
no speckle decorrelation, e.g., by Brownian motion or
particle flow. The two pulses create two speckle pat-
terns, I1 and I2, for which we can write
Ii  hIii  Δi; (1)
where h i denotes spatial averaging over the detector sur-
face, and Δi denotes a spatial perturbation from that
average. Both patterns are normalized with hIii such that
their average values are unity, hence
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Ii  1 Δi: (2)
The speckle contrast C is defined as
C  σhIi ; (3)
where σ is the standard deviation, and hIi is the average
value of the intensity of the speckle pattern. The theoreti-
cal maximum value for the speckle contrast is 1, but
several aspects are lowering the contrast of observed
speckle patterns, such as the finite camera pixel size,
the presence of two polarizations, and camera noise.
For the maximum speckle contrast that can be obtained
with this setup, from a single laser pulse, we write
C2i  hΔ2i i  C2max: (4)
The camera adds the two speckle patterns in one
exposure. Using Eqs. (2) and (4), the resulting speckle
contrast is calculated as
C2sum 
hI1  I22i
4
− 1
 1
4
hΔ21i  hΔ22i 
1
2
hΔ1Δ2i 
1
2
C2max 
1
2
X; (5)
with X  hΔ1Δ2i. The lower this correlation, the lower
the speckle contrast, and two independent speckle pat-
terns give X  0 and Csum  Cmax∕

2. The quantity that
we use for quantifying the AO effect is the normalized
reduction in speckle contrast
ΔCnorm ≡
Cmax − Csum
Cmax
: (6)
Substituting Eq. (5) and rewriting Eq. (6), we obtain
ΔCnorm  1 −

1
2
 X
2C2max
s
: (7)
Taylor expansion of Eq. (7) around X∕C2max  1 gives
ΔCnorm ≈
1
4
−
X
4C2max
: (8)
When both patterns are identical, we have X  C2max,
making ΔCnorm zero. When the two initial speckle pat-
terns slightly differ through the interaction of US with
the medium, the correlation X drops, and ΔCnorm in-
creases. This method is the contrast method [10], with
two short light pulses at different phases of the US, in-
stead of a quasi-CW illumination.
We use 532 nm light of a frequency-doubled injection
seeded Nd:YAG laser, with a pulse repetition rate of
10 Hz and a pulse energy of 350 mJ (Newport Quanta
Ray lab series 170). Injection seeding of pulses, with a
duration of 5 ns, results in a coherence length of 1.5 m.
The laser is triggered by two synchronized function gen-
erators (Tektronix AFG 3102), and its pulses are attenu-
ated with a half-wave plate and a polarizing beam splitter.
This system delivers enough light, in a single pulse, to
generate a bright speckle pattern at the CCD camera
(Allied Vision Technologies Manta G-145B NIR), after
transmission through a turbid medium. The laser beam
is split into two arms with a 50∶50 beam splitter as shown
in Fig. 1. The short arm (30 cm) leads to a second 50∶50
beam splitter (that is used as a combiner); the second
arm is extended with mirrors, to achieve a total length
of 8 m. This length difference causes a pulse delay of
27 ns. The measured dual pulse light intensity signal is
shown in Fig. 2. The benefit of a tandem pulse, versus
a long pulse, is that all the light is only present at the ex-
treme phases of the US. Furthermore, a long pulse does
not provide stress confinement for PA applications, like a
tandem pulse does with its small temporal features.
To compensate for beam divergence, we placed two
lenses (f  1000 mm) along the delay line.
Without US modulation, the speckle patterns gener-
ated by the direct and delayed pulses should be identical.
This requires a large spatial coherence between the two
pulses, on the medium’s surface. Due to the difference in
propagation length, from the laser cavity and the applied
lenses, the different curvatures of the phase fronts of
both beams will compromise spatial coherence. To equal-
ize the curvature of the phase fronts, a beam expander
(f  −30 and f  75 mm) is placed in the short arm.
After the beam combiner, a diaphragm (D  2 mm) is
placed for alignment purposes, and improving the beam
quality. The amount of light reaching the sample is ap-
proximately 3 mJ per tandem pulse. We use our setup
Fig. 1. Experimental setup; AMP, amplifier; BD, beam dump;
BE, beam expander; BS, 50∶50 beamsplitter; D, diaphragm; FG,
function generator; FL, flash lamp trigger of laser; L, lens
(f  1000 mm); M, mirror; PBS, polarizing beam splitter; QS,
Q-switch trigger of laser; TR, US transducer.
Fig. 2. Temporal profile of the tandem pulse, resulting from
the 8 m delay line, measured with a photodiode with a rise time
less than 1 ns.
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in transmission mode, and the camera that captures the
speckle patterns is placed 15 cm behind the∅3 mm rear
aperture of the sample. The wave fronts on the medium’s
surface of the fast and slow pulses must be very similar
in curvature, angle, and intensity distribution for this
method to work. To test this, we compared the speckle
pattern when only the short path is used, with a speckle
pattern when both paths are used. If the wave front cur-
vature or intensity distribution is different, the integrated
speckle pattern will have a reduced contrast. When the
angle of incidence is not matched properly, then the long
path light will generate a translated copy of the speckle
pattern, formed by the short path light for thin samples
(the “memory effect” [11]). These “shifted” patterns are
the input for the next thin layer of the sample; this also
results in a lower contrast of the integrated speckle pat-
tern. Figure 3 shows that the contrast for a speckle pat-
tern, by using only the short arm of the setup, is 0.545;
when both arms are used, the resulting contrast is 0.528.
This reduction of 3% is sufficiently small, because close
to 90% of the potential maximum signal strength (which
is a contrast reduction from 0.5 to 0.25) is still available.
In other words, the difference between zero signal and
maximum signal is 12% smaller than optimal. Further-
more, the speckle contrast reduction has a big stable
component; only the variation of the speckle contrast re-
duction is a source of noise in the measurement.
To create US modulation, the waveform from the func-
tion generator is a sine at 5 MHz, with 15 cycles. The
waveform signal is amplified by ∼50 dB by the amplifier
(Electronics & Innovation A075), whose output is con-
nected to a focused (f  22.3 mm, Dfocus  1.1 mm)
5 MHz US transducer (Olympus Panametrics-NDT V310).
The sample consists of a 20 mm diameter cylinder,
which is filled with a homogeneous mixture [3% intralipid
20% (μs0 ≈ 5 cm−1) and water]. Based on [12], we estimate
the speckle decorrelation time to be approximately 25 μs.
In a first experiment, we toggled between an US
“on” and US “off” state. The speckle contrast reduction
(ΔCnorm), relative to a reference speckle pattern cap-
tured at the start of the experiment, is plotted.
In a second experiment, we performed a scan through
the same homogeneous sample, to obtain the so-called
banana shape, which is the normalization parameter in
sound light, where fine structural information is obtained
using PA. A focused US burst of 15 cycles scans the xy-
plane at the optical axis, by mechanical translation at a
step size of 0.5 mm. The sample is illuminated by tandem
pulses, when the US burst intersects the x–y plane.
In Fig. 4, the raw AO signal is plotted when the sound is
switched off and on 5×. The signal during the US “on”
episodes is increased, hence the speckle contrast re-
duced. The average signal strength, defined as the differ-
ence of the averages in the “on” and “off” stages, was
0.039, with an RMS value of 0.0066 during the off stages,
hence the SNR we obtained was approximately 6.
In the second experiment, the xy-distribution of
ΔCnorm was measured 6×, and the median value is dis-
played in Fig. 5. The apertures for light injection and
reception are at the top and bottom, respectively. As ex-
pected, the signal strength along the optical axis was
the highest, and lower to the sides.
We clearly observe an AO signal with our setup in a
2 cm liquid sample, with the AO signal obtained in 27 ns
only. An AO signal was measured in [13] in a water–
intralipid mixture, based on the autocorrelation of the
signal from a photomultiplier tube, capturing the light
of a single speckle. Their acquisition time was between
0.5 and 5 s. Assuming a speckle decorrelation time of
25 μs, they sampled approximately 2 × 104 to 2 × 105 sta-
tistically independent speckles within that acquisition
time. This is roughly the same number as we sample
in parallel with our camera, in 27 ns. Therefore, we ex-
pect the same noise level, but for a much shorter acquis-
ition time. Other speckle pattern based methods, like
holography [14,15], might be able to show better AO
signals, but require illumination over a full US cycle.
Furthermore, the fluences required for deep PA imaging
might damage the AO modulators in the reference arm.
Fig. 3. Normalized speckle patterns for light transmitted
through paper; (a) when only the short arm is used; (b) when
both paths are used.
Fig. 4. Raw AO signal obtained with the setup, with US applied
(+), interleaved with the background, when no US is applied
(○). Each image point is generated by one pulse pair, sepa-
rated by 27 ns.
Fig. 5. Distribution of ΔCnorm, measured in the x–y plane, in a
liquid scattering phantom.
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The AO scan shown in Fig. 5 clearly shows a “banana-
shaped” radiance distribution of photons, travelling from
the injection to the exit aperture. The relatively low SNR
of 6 has several causes. First, the 27 ns time delay be-
tween the two pulses is not optimal. The best delay time
would be half the US period [8], or 100 ns for 5 MHz US,
potentially leading to a fourfold increase in SNR. How-
ever, a longer delay line would pick up more distortions
from small density fluctuations in the air, extra mirror
surfaces, and lenses. Furthermore, the imperfect spatial
coherence of both pulses, at the entrance plane, reduces
the signal. Without US, both pulses should ideally gener-
ate exactly the same speckle pattern. However, when
the wave fronts of both paths do not exactly match,
the speckle patterns are different. These small deviations
from the ideal situation result in a lowered contrast of the
combined speckle pattern. Additional changes induced
by the US reduce the contrast less. The normalization
with Cmax corrects for this effect; however, it amplifies
both the noise and signal. Therefore, changes in the
design of the delay line should aim for a higher spatial
coherence between the two pulses, along with a longer
delay time.
The values in the scan displayed in Fig. 5 appear to be
slightly lower than observed in the raw signal, shown in
Fig. 4. This is due to the use of a different reference
speckle pattern, and application of the median filter, that
removes the extreme values of the noise.
The presented method solves the challenges posed by
speckle decorrelation in dynamic samples. Furthermore,
the pulse energy and pulse duration used in the research
reported in this Letter also allow for PA signal genera-
tion. The small time delay between the two light pulses
ensures that only high-frequency PA signals will be af-
fected by the double pulse excitation. Combined with
the pulse energies of several mJ, this implies that our
setup is also adequate for typical 1–5 MHz PA signals.
This is an important step toward in vivo fluence-
compensated PA imaging, by adding AO probing using
the same laser.
This Letter was supported by the Foundation for Fun-
damental Research on Matter (FOM), which is part of the
Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO),
under Grant 09NIG01.
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